THE CRYSTAL SPHERE SERIES
Descent into Darkness • Journey to Hell • Quest for Light • Search for Truth

Accidental contact with a mysterious crystal sphere changes the
nature of two humans and a dog, forcing them on a terrifying
quest to save the world.
ABOUT THE BOOKS
Maggie is a psychic, computer programmer and corporate couch potato. For her, things don’t
get much more strenuous than walking the dog. Unfortunately, walking the dog is where it all
begins, and now the fate of the world rests in her hands.
Set in Melbourne, Australia, in 2019, Maggie and her crew are forced to battle the forces of evil
at every turn. Love, lust and romance blossom in unlikely places.
Maggie leads her partner Jason, an eclectic entourage of humans, and a telepathic beagle into
battle against the Dark Force and a mutant creature intent on destroying humanity.
The adventure continues in books two, three and four with additional members joining the motley
crew. The pace is heart stopping as the quest takes Maggie and her Musketeers through
regional Victoria and outback Western Australia.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
INGRID FRY was born and raised in Berkhamstead in the UK, but
spent much of her childhood commuting with her family between
England and Austria. Emigrating with her parents to Melbourne many
years ago, she has called Australia home ever since.
A writer, business development consultant, and minder of a husband
and a beagle with superpowers, she lives in a leafy suburb on the
outskirts of Melbourne.
In her spare time, Ingrid enjoys pistol shooting at the local gun club,
dancing her socks off at The Caravan Music Club, and is a passionate
karate nerd, well on her way to a black belt in karate.
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WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING
‘Action, adventure, a love triangle and extremely nasty villains. The Crystal
Sphere ’ series is one damn exciting ride!’ C A R L L A K E L A N D , A u t h o r o f T h e M i l e s t o n e
Trilogy

‘A rattling good adventure, crackling with explosive power, humour and sexual
tension.’ R O B E R T N E W , A u t h o r o f T h e C o l o u r s o f D e a t h
‘It’s a real delight – sexy, weird and kind of nutty.’

DMETRI KAKMI – Author of The

Door and Other Uncanny Tales
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